University Libraries representation and every such rcprcsentaion is generated by a sequence of rule applications. Apparently, inductive proofs of these results arc straight-forward if the rules arc formulated as recursive rc-writc rules.
(2) Kach representation must record the spatial relations characterizing the solutions it describes accurately enough to allow for an explicit formulation of the dependent or inter-element constraints that restrict the dimensions of the allocated spaces and vary as the the spatial relations between spaces change (an elaboration of this point can be found in [5] ). After a representation has been generated, a particular member of the subset of solutions described by this representation can be found by formulating all constraints imposed on the dimensions of the allocated spaces and by computing a set of dimensions which simultaneously satisfy these constraints. If this process fails, the subset does not contain a solution that is feasible for die particular design problem at hand. ITiis step can therefore be viewed as a test that determines the semantic correctness of a representation with respect to the given problem.
This paradigm has been developed in connection with allocation problems that are restricted in two *a•. v (1) the tasks that can be solved are narrowly defined with respect to the criteria or constraints considered .mj (2) the solutions that can be generated are limited to rectangulations or rectangular dissections that is, arrangements of rectangles that are 'densely-packed' within a larger rectangle. The present paper outlines methods for extending the applicability of the paradigm beyond both types of limitations. The particular directions suggested for these generalizations will be motivated through two examples.
Example 1: Table 1 shows the four spaces of an efficiency apartment together with dimensional and u>p* ><±K.il constraints commonly imposed upon the design of such apartments (it is assumed that the area j\.i:".r;c > Table 1 emerged, in fact, as an effective vehicle to detect these rules, which, for the most part, are not sw.
documented anywhere (e.g. in textbooks).
I was in many cases able to express these rules for a concrete task in terms of the constraints accept
program. This is, however, a laborious process and must be repeated for each new problem to be s* program would become more useful if it provided a mechanism for distinguishing between gene rules that apply over a broad range of applications, and those constraints that specify a particular R ules of the first kind should be incorporated into a general knowledge base that is activated problem to be solved, but docs not have to be explicitly specified in each case. Furthermore, the u: new rules to the knowledge base and the modification of existing ones should be as easy as possih.
involve major programming efforts. But these are precisely the characteristics of an expert system •< means to discover and express the implicit knowledge experts use in solving problems specific to theof expertise (see [8] and [12] for a general discussion; the latter reference contains a useful bib! Section 4 will specify an expert system for architectural design which, together with the generalizations suggested by die next example, will greatly increase the applicability of such programs as D1S.
Example 2:
?-** and prime attention is given to the relations between them (and the context). The graph G n is an orthogonal structure iff it satisfies the following conditions:
For every pair of distinct vertices, v and w (given in that order). either va w % or vb H>, or vl WOT vr w.
If vBiv, the arrow pointing from v to w is the only directed vertical path from v to w:
and if vLw, the arrow pointing from v to w is the only directed horizontal path from v to w.
For every interior vertex, v\ va i\ v b A, v r W and vIE.
and N\E.
The alternatives in condition (6) Sufficiency. The proof is by induction on n using operations 'in the upper left corner' as kno^n from the literature. For n= 1, there exists only one orthogonal structure, G\, which is defined hylic rectangular dissection, D\ n and dense. Suppose that for some «(>1), every dense orihogi>rui structure with /( < /7) interior venices is defined by a trivalent rectangular dissection D h Let (/" <. Proof: Only rules 1 and 2 are applicable to G\\ they produce the two non-isomorphic d orthogonal structures shown in Figure 14 .
Suppose G n is a restricted orthogonal structure to which rule 3 is applicable, generating a stria: G n +\. Observe that W is the only vertex directly to the left of vertex c and N is the onh w directly above c. For c\ery vertex z so that zbc. zbb' or zW. For every vertex z / so that z'aZ/ or z'xb 1 . Thus. (6) is satisfied for cand any other vertex of G n + \. The condition also h for all other pairs of vertices.
Suppose (/"+ j contains an v-colorcd arrow pointing form a to b and a directed, .v-colorcd p^i' from a to b longer than one. Since (i n is an orthogonal structure. A or P cannot be in Consequently, cither a or b is the vertex c. But the construction of G n +\ from the orthoi:-stniclurc G n assures that if < is connected to another \ertex by an arrow, it is not connected u> \crtcx by a directed, uniformly-colored path longer than one.
Thus. (i n +\ satisfies ('» obviously satisfies (S) and (9) . (i n + j therefore is <m orthogonal structure. m both G n and ^+b and the incidences between a w \ and the other vertices directly to the left of w in G n remain unchanged m the transition from G n to G n +\. Since w satisfies (11) in G n , it also satisfies (11) in G n + < .mj is restricted.
In a similar way. it can be shown that an application of rules 1, 2 or 4 to G n generates a restrk orthogonal structure (7 n +i. The theorem then follows by induction on n.
Theorem 11: (Completeness) Every restricted orthogonal structure G n is generated from series of applications of rules 1 to 4.
Proof: (Sketch). Let G n be a restricted orthogonal structure. Observe that the last vertex di to the right of IV. c. is the second vertex directly below N. The configuration of arrows mc with c must belong to exactly one of the cases depicted as the right-hand sides of rules 1 u Figure 12 . \\\ applying the appropriate rule 'backwards*, a restricted orthogonal structure (/" generated. This fact suggests an inductive proof of the theorem.
Corollary 12: The sequence of rule applications generating an orthogonal structure is determined.
At the present time, a generator based on rules 1 to 4 is under development at the Computer-Laboratory of the l^cpartmcnt of Architecture at Carncgic-Mcllon University. A pilot version, called LOOS, has been implemented and can be used to generate non-isomorphic restricted orthogonal structures. Rather than showing these structures directly to the user (who might have a hard time trying to understand them), the program derives, for each structure it has generated, a loosely-packed arrangement of rectangles represented by that structure and displays this arrangement to the user, llic arrangements selected contain only non-trivial holes, thus enabling the user to deduce the underlying structure without ambiguity (by simulating the process employed in the proof of Theorem 1).
Examples of such arrangements are shown in Figure 15 . The first of these is represented by a structure to which all rules can be applied, and rules 1 to 3 can be applied under more than one assignment of parameters.
The results of these applications are illustrated by the remaining arrangements shown in Figure 15 .
LOOS was also used to count the number of non-isomorphic restricted structures with up to 10 internal vertices; the results are listed in Table 2 .
n number of non-isomorphic, restricted structures G n   1  1  2  2  3  6  4  24  5  116  6  642  7  3,938  -8  26,194  9  186,042  10 1,395,008 Table 2 : Enumeration of non-isomorphic restricted structures
The grammar implemented through LOOS can be extended in a straight-forward way to also generate ail assignments of labels to the interior vertices of an orthogonal structure. This can be done cither by generating all permutations of assignments after a complete structure has been produced: or by assigning the labels thai have not been assigned yet to the vertex c inserted during each application of a rule. Roth methods hj .
disadvantages. The first method makes it impossible to use constraints (which arc usually specific t «> the objects that arc allocated) for pruning the search tree during the generation, a feature that is indispcnsihk r. r efficient searches. In the second method, the order in which the objects arc allocated changes between LCTL :
branches, which makes it difficult for users to follow the process (it also creates inefficiencies because in 
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space searched by the generator is restricted by ajlgnnez a program which infers constraints from the input data in order to reduce the (possibly large) number of structures that must be generated (and subsequently tested), llie tester, in turn, accepts a candidate structure from the generator, predicts its mass spectrum and compares it to the given spectrum. Unlike the generator, the tester is not based on a complete and systematic theory, but reflects the various bits of knowledge expert chemical analysts bring to bear on this task. ITie program was used over a long scries of test runs to discover and encode this knowledge in the manner described above (a detailed account of this process is given in [3] ).
The remainder of this section will outline an expert system for the design of architectural layouts which is loosely modelled after DENDRAL. The major components of the system arejLgenerator and ajesLci_&hich are again developed by contrasting modes of reasoning: the generator is completely specified by a deductive theory established a priori, while the tester is to be built up inductively over a series of applications. The sink should be adjacent to the existing plumbing stubs.
For the same type of problem, the following rule might be used to evaluate a weak criterion:
If the main food preparer is right-handed, the range should be to the right of the main VMU surface (when viewed from the front).
The challenge is to design and implement a tester which returns the proper value of the objccti\e t•,retaking a broad range of constraints and criteria into account which, at the outset, arc not known, but added to the evolving knowledge base with case, preferably through declarative statements of the tvpc *• -above.
